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Table 1. Metrics related to mind share and market share.
Metric
Explanation
Revenue or unit market share Sales revenue or units as a percentage of market sales revenue or
units.
Relative market share
Brand market share divided by largest competitor’s market
share.
Brand development index
Brand sales in a specified segment, compared with sales of that
brand in the market as a whole.
Category development index Category sales in a specified segment, compared with sales of
that category in the market as a whole.
Market penetration
Purchasers of a product category as a percentage of total
population.
Brand penetration
Purchasers of a brand as a percentage of total population.
Awareness
Percentage of total population that is aware of a brand.
Top of mind
First brand to consider.
Ad awareness
Percentage of total population that is aware of a brand’s
advertising.
Knowledge
Percentage of population with knowledge of product or
recollection of its advertising.
Consumer beliefs
Customer’s view of product generally captured via survey
responses (often through ratings on a scale).
Purchase intentions
Probability of intention to purchase.
Purchase habits
Frequency of purchase. Quantity typically purchased.
Loyalty
Measures include share of requirements, willingness to pay
premium, willingness to search.
Likeability
Generally measured via ratings across a number of scales.
Willingness to recommend
Generally measured via ratings across a 1–5 scale.
Customer satisfaction
Generally measured on a 1–5 scale, in which customers declare
their satisfaction with brand in general or specific attributes.
Net promoter score
Percentage of customers willing to recommend to others less the
percentage unwilling to recommend the product or service.
Willingness to search
Percentage of customers willing to delay purchases, change
stores, or reduce quantities to avoid switching brands.

Table 2. Metrics related to marketing margins and profits.
Metric
Explanation
Unit margin
Unit price less the unit cost.
Margin percentage
Unit margin as a percentage of unit price.
Channel margins
Channel profits as percentage of channel selling price.
Average price per unit
Can be calculated as total revenue divided by total unit sales.
Price per SKU
SKU prices weighted by relevant percentage of each SKU in a
statistical unit.
Market spend
SKU prices weighted by relevant percentage of each SKU in a
statistical unit.
Contribution per unit or
Contribution per unit divided by unit price.
margin %
Break-even sales
For unit breakeven, divide fixed costs by contribution per unit.
For revenue breakeven, divide fixed costs by contribution
margin (%).
Target volume
Adjust break-even calculation to include profit target.
Target revenues
Convert target volume to target revenues by using average prices
per unit. Alternatively, combine cost and target data with
knowledge of contribution margins.

Table 3. Metrics related to product and portfolio management.
Metric
Explanation
Trial
First-time users as a percentage of the target population.
Sales from new products
An indication of future sales prospects.
Repeat volume
Repeat buyers, multiplied by the number of products they buy in
each purchase, multiplied by the number of times they purchase
per period.
Penetration
Users in the previous period, multiplied by repeat rate for the
current period, plus new users in the current period
Volume projections
Combine trial volume and repeat volume.
Year-on-Year (YOY) growth Percentage change from one year to the next.
Cannibalization rate
Percentage of new product sales taken from existing product
line.
Brand equity
Brand equity is strategically crucial, but difficult to quantify.
Experts have developed tools to analyze this asset, but there’s no
universally accepted way to measure it.
Conjoint utilities
Regression coefficients for attribute levels derived from conjoint
analysis.
Segment or cluster analysis
Clustering of individuals into market segments on the basis of
conjoint analysis results.

Table 4. Metrics related to customer profitability.
Metric
Explanation
Number of customers
The number of [new] customers who bought from the firm
Number of new customers
during a specified time period.
Recency
The length of time since a customer’s last purchase.
Retention rate
The ratio of customers retained to the number at risk.
Customer sales rankings and The difference between the revenues earned from and the costs
Customer profit rankings
associated with the customer relationship during a specified
period.
Customer lifetime value
The present value of the future cash flows attributed to the
(CLV)
customer relationship. Customer lifetime value (CLV) is an
important concept in that it encourages firms to shift their focus
from quarterly profits to the long-term health of their customer
relationships. Customer lifetime value is an important number
because it represents an upper limit on spending to acquire new
customers.
Customer equity
Sum of the CLV for entire customer base.
Average acquisition cost
The ratio of acquisition spending to the number of new
customers acquired.
Average retention costs
The ratio of retention spending to the number of customers
retained.
Number of customer
Number of complaints within the target market specified.
complaints

Table 5. Metrics related to sales force and channel management.
Metric
Explanation
Workload
Hours required to service clients and prospects.
Sales per full time equivalent Total sales divided by the number of full-time employees.
Sales potential forecast
This comprises the number of prospects and their buying power.
Sales goal
Individual sales projections may be based on a salesperson’s
share of forecasted sales, on prior year sales and a share of
increased district projections or on a management designed
weighting system.
Sales force effectiveness
Effectiveness metrics analyze sales in the context of various
criteria, including calls, contacts, potential accounts, active
accounts, buying power of territory, and expenses.
Compensation
Total payments made to a salesperson, typically consisting of
base salary, bonus, and/or commission.
Sales funnel / pipeline
Portrayal of the number of clients and potential clients at various
stages of the sales cycle.
Product category volume
Portrayal of the number of clients and potential clients at various
stages of the sales cycle.
Number and cost of qualified A ratio of the amount of marketing spend divided by the number
leads
of qualified leads produced.

Leakage or customer defects
Close ratio
Out of stock
Inventories
Markdowns
Gross margin return on
inventory investment

Share of leads that leave the sales funnel.
The percentage of leads entering the sales funnel who are
converted to customers.
Percentage of a product or brand that is normally in stock, but
have none available for sale.
Total amount of product or brand available for sale in a channel.
Percentage discounted from the regular selling price.
Margin divided by the average dollar value of inventory held
during a specific period of time.

Table 6. Metrics related to pricing strategy.
Metric
Explanation
Price premium
The percentage by which the price of a brand exceeds a
benchmark price.
Reservation price
The maximum amount an individual is willing to pay for a
product.
Percent good value
The proportion of customers who consider a product to be a
good value—that is, to have a selling price below their
reservation price.
Price elasticity of demand
The responsiveness of demand to a small change in price,
expressed as a ratio of percentages.
Optimal price
In general, optimal price is the price that maximizes contribution
after accounting for how quantity changes with price.
Residual elasticity
Measures the responsiveness of quantity to changes in price,
after accounting for competitor reactions.

Table 7. Metrics related to the effectiveness of promotional activities.
Metric
Explanation
Baseline sales
Baseline Sales = Total sales less incremental sales generated by a
marketing program or programs.
Incremental sales / promotion Total sales less baseline sales.
lift
Redemption rates
Coupons redeemed divided by coupons distributed.
Costs for coupons or rebates Coupon face amount plus redemption charges, multiplied by the
number of coupons redeemed.
Pass-through
Promotional discounts provided by the trade to consumers,
divided by discounts provided to the trade by the
manufacturer
Price waterfall
Actual average price per unit divided by list price per unit. Can
also be calculated by working backward from list price, taking
account of potential discounts, weighted by the frequency with
which each is exercised.

Table 8. Metrics related to advertising and web media effectiveness.
Metric
Explanation
Impressions
An impression is generated each time an advertisement is
viewed. The number of impressions achieved is a function
of an ad’s reach (the number of people seeing it), multiplied
by its frequency (number of times they see it).
Gross rating points
Impressions divided by the number of people in the audience for
an advertisement.
Cost per thousand (CPM)
Cost of advertising divided by impressions generated (in
thousands).
Net reach
The number of people who receive an advertisement.
Average frequency
The average number of times that an individual receives an
advertisement, given that he/she is indeed exposed to the ad.
Effective reach
Reach achieved among individuals who are exposed to an
advertisement with a frequency greater than or equal to the
effective frequency.
Effective frequency
The number of times an individual must see an advertisement
in order to register its message.
Share of voice
Quantifies the advertising “presence” of a brand, campaign, or
firm in relation to total advertising in a market.
Page views
The number of times a Web page is served.
Click-through rate
Number of click-throughs as a fraction of the number of
impressions.
Cost per customer acquired
Advertising cost, divided by number of customers acquired.
Visits / visitors
The number of unique viewings of a Web site.
Abandonment rate
The rate of purchases started but not completed.
Bounce rate
Fraction of Web site visitors who view a single page.
Friends, followers,
Number of individuals joining a social network.
supporters
Downloads
Number of times an application or file is downloaded.

Table 9. Metrics related to financial return of marketing investments.
Metric
Explanation
Net profit / EBITDA
Sales revenue less total costs. Earnings before interest, taxes,
depreciation, and amortization.
Return on investment (ROI)
Net profits over the investment needed to generate the profits.
Economic profit / value
Net operating profit after tax (NOPAT) less the cost of capital.
added (EVA)
Payback
The length of time taken to return the initial investment.
Net present value
The value of a stream of future cash flows after accounting for
the time value of money.
Internal rate of return (IRR)
The discount rate at which the NPV of an investment is zero.
Return on marketing
Incremental revenue attributable to marketing over the marketing
investment (ROMI)
spending.

